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Sensor- Variablesfrom Arctic Ocean to Monitor Global Change
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I I' the air temperature over the Arctic
Ocean increasesas a result of the

greenhouseeffect and other causes. the
sea-ice covering the Arctic Ocean would
shrink and become thinner. As a result.
additional heat would be released from
the ocean underneath the sea-ice to the
air. In fact. the air above the sea-ice in
the arctic basin is often colder than
-40°e.and yet the water under the iee
is never colder than -2°e. Thus huge
reservoir of "warm" water which is
insulated by a blanket of sea-ice(nor-
mally 4 to 6 meters thick) releasesits
own heat to the atmosphere and raises
its temperature,

In addition to this unique "heat
pump" in the arctic basin. if global

Time-series data sets (upper graph) pro-
vided by an lOEB, Variability of temperature
and barometric pressure show Beaufort
storm system with a five-day cycle in the
spring of 1992. Temperature changes are
diurnal. but when low pressure prevailed. it
stayedwarm-up to DOC.Lower graph shows
changes in thermal profiles of 5-meter-thick
ice near the location where the Beaufort
IOEBwasdeployed.Zero meterdepth repre-
sents the ice surface after the snow was
cleared. These figures are automatically
drawn by SADA program while the original
data are transmitted via satellite.
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warming should also induce a drier
climate over Siberia. the river water
supply would be lessened. resulting in
a lesser production of sea-ice to insulate
the warm water. Also. a higher rate of
the melting would expose more dust
particles contained in the sea-ice, which
would then absorb more solar heat
and further accelerate the process.

These facts represent a unique feed-
forward relationship between the input
and output of heat; it would accelerate
the elevation of temperature once the
balance swings towards faster warming.

In reality, all these processes interact
in a complicated manner. The effect of
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a number of critical processes, includ-
ing the role of arctic clouds, is not yet
well known.

This expected acceleration of temper-
ature over time is one of the main rea-
sons the amplitude of environmental
change itself would be exaggerated in
the Arctic Ocean-it is also predicted
by a number of recent numerical mod-
els on global change. Therefore the
Arctic Ocean environment can serve as
an excellent precursor of the Earth's
warming trend.

Long- Term Time Series

In order to detect the rates and pro-
cesses of such changes, long-term time-
series observation of the Arctic Ocean

environment is the first step. Such
observation must be done throughout
the year. Data from mid-winter when
the thermal contrasts maximize are
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particularlycritical.Coherent measure-
ment must be done on many criteria
covering many sub-disciplinesof arctic
oceanography.

To accomplishsuchyear-round,high-
ly comprehensive observation (as pio-
neered by FridtjofNansen's Fram Ex-
pedition and Iwan D. Papanin's North
Pole science camp 100 and 55 years
ago, respectively) a solution may be
the deployment of many winterized
ice-stationsstaffed bydedicated scient-
ists and support personnel at many
strategic locations. However, such a
plan is nearly unfeasible in terms of
costs, safety. and anthropogenic con-
tamination by large, long-term ice
camps.

Isolating many capable arctic scient-
istsunder severeconditions for months
is a waste of global resources.

A workable solution is to deploy an

ICE-OCEAN
ENVIRONMENTAL BUOY
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automated station attended by scient-
ists only during deployment and rec-
overy. An array of reliable sensors
mounted on such an automated sta-
tion can observe changes in the air, ice,
and layers of water underneath and
telemeter data to laboratories in real
time via satellite. In this way many
scientists will be able to immediately
evaluate, analyze. and discuss-inter-
nationally-fresh information in the
comfort of their own laboratories.
Such a multi-sensor station will also
serve as effective ground truthing for
remote sensingbyenvironmental satel-
lites. The National Oceanic & Atmos-
pheric Administration's Atlas buoys.
watching EINino in the tropical Pacific,
are also examples of automated ocean
data stations (Dr. Stanley P. Hayes, et
a/.. Sea Techn%gy. July 1992).

With thesupporf of the Office of



Naval Research (ONR) and the Japan
Marine Science & Technology Center
(JAMSTEC), we have developed a
multi-sensor station which is produc-
tive for years, capable of surviving
alone under the most severe Arctic
Ocean conditions, a new technology
for its efficient deployment, and tech-
nology to handle data-flow from over
100 sensor variables and deliver data
sets directly to the arctic research
communities.

The first-generation Ice-OceanEnvi-
ronmental Buoy(IOEB)wasdeveloped
and constructed underajoint program
with JAMSTEC and Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution (WHOl).
Learning from the forerunner, the
Arctic Environmental Drifting Buoy
(AEDB) experiment in 1987/88, we
incorporated significantimprovements:

. Ken Doherty and his group
(WHOI) developed an extraordinarily
survivable ice-tethered buoy system
with an underwater mooring, which is
light and compact enough to be trans-
ported by a Twin Otter turboprop
aircraft.

. The new ice-oceanstation teleme-
ters more than 100sensor variables-a
coherent set of air, ice,and ocean mea-
surements intime-serieswith high reso-
lution. Becauseof the large number of
sensors and instruments, the task of
transmitting vital data in near real time
in precise order is formidable.

. In order to cope with this prob-
lem, we successfullydeveloped a local
network called MUSSIC(multi-sensor
signal and control), which allows data
signals to flow in two conductors
throughout the system.

One of the first IOEBs was success-
fully deployed in an offshore iceisland
in Beaufort Bay at ONR's LEADEX
(Lead Experiment) site in April 1992,
assisted by Jamie Morrison and his
fieldteam(APL, Universityof Washing-
ton) and others. We used turboprop
airplanes to bring the buoy, instru-
ments, and installation equipment to
this offshore ice camp. John Kemp
(WHOI) developed and used-with
the cooperation of the Cold Region
Research & Engineering Laboratory
of Hanover, New Hampshire(CCREL)
-a new, efficient method for deploy-
ing a full-fledged ocean mooring
through the sea-ice, using a compact
air-transportable gantry winch.

SADA (satellite automatic data
acquisition) software (developed by
WHOI), assures near-real-time world-
wide access to updated IOEB data.
Since itssuccessfuldeployment, scient-

ists in the United States, Japan, and
. Europe have been receivingdata from
the Beaufort Sea IOEB via the Service
Argos satellite link. Forexample, com-
pressed multi-layer current data from
an acoustic doppler current profiler
(ADCP) (Robin Singer, Sea Techno/-
ogy. February 1993)has been broad-
casting approximately once an hour,
day and night, for nearly 20 months
(after 20 months, data from Beaufort
IOEB deteriorated). Many data are
excellent in quality, although some
sensors ceased functioning soon after
deployment.

Hundreds of improvements were
made in a second-generation IOEB
while preserving the same basicdesign
as the 1992 IOEB. This new lOEB,
participating in the Arctic Regional
Environmental Activity(AREA) 1994
Project, organized and supported by
the U.S. Navy, was deployed near the
North Pole in the middle of transpolar
drift at 860N 110W) by an intentional
team of scientists from WHOI and
JAMSTEC. Data transmission began
April 15, 1994. Airlift to this arctic
frontier station was by Polar Asso-
ciates Inc. (Santa Barbara, California)
with Ken Borok's skillful arctic fliers.

After one year or so of drifting
through the Nansen Basin and Fram
Strait, this IOEBwillfloat by itselfinto
a mixed ice zone along the eastern
coast of Greenland. Just as we did for
the AEDB in the spring of 1989, we
willrecoveritusing an ice-strengthened
ship.

Apex: Meteorological Ice Sensors
An IOEB consists ofa surface flota-

tion package and a IIO-meter-long
mooring system of oceanographic sen-
sors. The surface package, or apex,
supplies the buoyancy and serves as
the platform for the satellite transmit-
ters, network microcontrollers, and
meteorological and ice sensors. A 500-
pound anchor (ballast weight) keeps
the mooring system taut.

A flat-top conical apex (124-centi-
meter maximum diameter and 200
centimeters high, excluding the meteo-
rological mast) serves as a float when
an IOEB drops into water. The "brain"
is stored in a protective chamber (10-
inch-diameter, hard-anodized 6061T-6
aluminum-alloy tube) in the core of the
IOEB apex. The brain includes two
sets of Argos platform transmitting
terminals (PTTs), two sets of IOEB
microcontrollers (MCUs), three elec-
tronic loggers, and mechanical sen-
sors. The rest of the housing is occu-

pied by the power supply-a sophisti-
cated array of Electrochem Industries
Inc. (Clarence, New York) double-D
lithium batteries in eight independent,
diode-protected compartments for a
total of approximately 800 ampere-
hours of capacity supporting telemetry
for 2.5 years and the Argos positioning
function for at least three years.

A Dupont SurlynTMionomer-foam
collar (density, 10 pounds/cubic foot
and constructed by Gilman, Connecti-
cut-based Gilman Corp.) surrounding
and shielding the electronics protective
chamber gives 3,500 pounds of buoy-
ancy. It supports the mooring system
(1,800 pounds in total weight) in case
the IOEB is dropped into water. Sur-
lyn ionomer foam does not losestrength
nor its spongy nature even below
-1000C.

The top of the brain chamber and
the Surlyn buoyancy collar are covered
by a 6061 aluminum-alloy top plate
with rugged weldment structure. This
plate is designed to protect the apex
from formidableicechafingand impact.
Two molded, virtually indestructible,
flat-patch antennas mounted on the
top plate, inclined outward, transmit
the buoy's location and data signalsvia
Argos satellite with a wide radiation
pattern, even when the apex is greatly
tilted. Each PTT is supplied with a
separate battery pack and data acqui-
sition controller to isolate each unit
from faults that might occur to the
individual sensors in the network.

A computer simulation did not yield
. a practicalsolutionabout theextraor-
dinary horizontal force applied to an
apex and underwater mooring by mov-
ing ice floes. A field test was conducted
with the cooperation of the U.S. Coast
Guard inN ovem ber 1991. A prototype
IOEB package (full size) and a partial
underwater mooring were deployed in
front of the fast ice in Resolute Chan-
nel (Canadian arctic). The USCG ice-
breaker Polar sea (Capt. J.J. McClel-
land J r.) pressed an ice-floe at its bow
and the apex against the fast ice to
generate a horizontal pressure simulat-
ing the stress that an apex experiences
during ice-ridge formation or by the
closure of a lead. Without a failure,
during repeated attempts, the Surlyn
ionomer-foam apex slipped up to the
ice surface and when the pressure was
released, slipped back to a stable pos-
ture. During this process, the telemetry
from the underwater instruments was
not interrupted.

The IOEB meteorological sensors
consist of a Paroscientific (Redmond,



Washington) Digiquartz'" barometric
pressure sensor mounted inside the
brain chamber and ported to the sur-
face atmosphere through a labyrinth
water trap. A 6-foot-long weather mast
protruding above the top plate sup-
ports an R.M. Young Co. (Traverse
City, Michigan) air temperature sen-
sor with a radiation shield and a wind
monitor. In addition, a meteorological
data logger, an Aanderaa Instruments
(Bergen, Norway) magnetic compass,
a Spectron Glass & Electronics Inc.
(Hauppage, New York) electrolytic
X! Y tilt sensor, and household infor-
mation sensors, such as to measure the
voltage of remaining electricity supp-
lies, are part of the brain.

Ice Sensors
Terry Tucker and his group at

CRREL developed a sophisticated ice-
sensor array. Ice sensors integrated by
the ice-data logger inside the electron-
ics chamber are located about 10 feet
horizontally from the apex. Two ice-
thermistor chains, comprising a total
of 33 thermistors, profile variability of
temperatures from the top of the ice
floe down into the seawater, as was
done by the AEDB. Ice thickness is
monitored byan upward-pointing Sim-
rad Subsea A/S (Horten, Norway)
echosounder that constantly measures
the distance between itselfand the bot-
tom surface of the ice. The upward
sounder was fixed about 40 centime-
ters below the bottom surface of an ice
floe at the end of a metallic ice-
penetrator which was installed nearby
an IOEB. Changes in internal icestress
weredetected in two directions at three
depths in ice by GeokonTM(Lebanon,
New Hampshire) vibrating wire sen-
sors buried about 20 feet from the
apex. The ice sensors installed on the
ice automatically separate from the
apex as soon as the buoy drops into
water.

Mooring, Underwater Sensors
One of our major objectives of the

IOEB experiment was to understand
the variability of heat! salt content in
the halocline water, the underlayer of
arctic sea-ice with lower salinity in
relation to the seasonal revolution of
the climate and sea-ice characteristics.
A variety of hypotheses have been pos-
tulated to explain the relationship be-
tweenair temperature! barometry, heat
distribution in ice,icemovement, melt!
freezing cycles,currents under sea-ice,
and many other factors.

We installed three Sea-Bird Elec-

tronics Inc. (Bellevue, Washington)
SeaCatTMconductivity and temperature
recorders, a dissolved oxygen sensor,
two Sea Tech (Corvallis, Oregon) fluo-
rometers, and a transmissometer to
record the density of chlorophyll pig-
ments from plant-plankton and esti-
mate the volume of detritus leaving
from ice in time-series.

The major engine cycling material in
the Arctic Ocean is the "biological
pump," the primary production and
grazing as seen in the upper layers of
halocline water. Surplus material from
the cycle is removed to the deep layers
and seafloor as ocean particles. Meas-
uring particle flux is critical tQ under-
standing the arctic biogeochemical cycle,
particularly the ocean's role in fixing
atmospheric CO,.

Information on particle fluxes would
help to understand the history of how
the Arctic Ocean environment evolved
to the present. At the approximate
bottom of the halocline and the lowest

position of the mooring at 107 meters
deep, we deployed a McLane Research
Laboratories'(Monument Beach, Mass-
achusetts) Parflux 7G-21 time-series
sediment trap, which was scheduled to
collect 21 settling particle samples every
20 days over a 420-day period, and a
Mclane WTS6-18FH microfilterpump
that filters (18 times every 20 days)
suspended particles in 10liters of water.
Every time the sediment trap and
microfiltering devices are activated, a
status report is sent via Argos.

An RD Instruments (San Diego)
150-kHz ADCP (75 kHz for the 1994
North Pole IOEB) plus an InterOcean
Industries Inc. (San Diego) S4 elec-
tromagnetic ocean current meter were
deployed 14 meters below the ice floe.
With doppler capability, the ADCP
determines current down to several
hundreds meters in a series of intervals
(depth bins) below its sensor face and
collects temperature, direction, and tilt
information at the device's location.

. Using this data, AI Plueddemann
(WHOI) found and explained the long-
and short-frequency internal waves
under the ice-covered Arctic Ocean.

The survivability of an IOEB largely
depends on design of the electrome-
chanical cable shot that runs through
the ice where the ice stress attacks most
dynamically. Also when an IOEBdrifts
in the open ocean where strong wave
motion bobs the apex vigorously, the
first to give way is the cable right
underneath the surface float.

Ken Doherty and Ken Fairhurst
(WHOI) successfully designed an ice-

penetrator electromagnetic (E M) cable
using a high-strength steel chain as the
strength core and molded it to form a
2.5-inch-diameter, smooth surface poly-
urethane hose with three conductive
wires. This hose was attached through
a steel bellmouthed adapter to the bot-
tom end of the apex. The rest of the
underwater mooring was a half-inch
torque-balanced three-conductor EM
cable as reported by Henri Berteaux et
al. (Sea Technology, February and
May 1992).

Architecture, Data Transmission
Our software for M USSIC uses six

sequential data formats to pack the
high resolution data from the 106 sen-
sor variables into the 256-bit transmis-
sion data stream allowed by the Argos
system. Signals from an ADCP are
compressed to an average of I! 169th
of original size to enable broadcast
(Robin Singer, Sea Technology. Feb-
ruary 1993) (full data signals are stored
and may be retrieved after the mooring
is recovered).

The IOEB uses the IEEE EIA-485
standard for network communications
from individual instruments to two
MCUs, which in turn transfer data to
PTTs for real-time satellite transmis-

sion. The standard specifies the electri-
cal characteristics of generators and
receivers for the interchange of binary
signals in multipoint interconnection
of digital equipment. The standard
enabled the IOEB network to use only
two individual conducting cables, elimi-
nating dedicated single-point standards.

Each sequence has its data broad-
cast by a single PIT for a period of just
under one hour, depending on the
satellite overpass. After nearly six hours,
all of the sequences have had all of
their data transmitted; the process then
repeats. Instrument data that are ac-
quired infrequently (open-close infor-
mation for the sediment trap, for exam-
pie) may only be broadcast once during
the six sequences.

IOEBs transmit 512 bits of sensor
information every 90 minutes via Argos
-a data throughput of 12,288 bits!
da y. The p rocessi ng p roced ure accum-
ulates all of the data and makes the
filtered results accessible worldwide in

near real time. Currently configured to
preprocess the data automatically, this
software package reduces data acquisi-
tion costs by minimizing the use of
operational and phone-line time for
accessing data.

The serial ASCII instrumentation
loop (SAIL) data communications stan-



dard was adapted to define the soft-
ware protocol on the instrument net-
work. The network MCUs begin each
sequence by sending an attention
(awakening) character over the net-
work. Each of the devices is individu-
ally interrogated serially at 9,600 baud
by sending the attention character first
followed by the unique two-character
address and the character "R." The
addressed instrument responds with
ASCII hexadecimal data and a termi-
nator character.

Accordingto the particularsequence,
each MCU interrogates a subset of the.
IOEB instrumentation, compiles the
data and then passes it to a PTT via an
auxiliary UART circuit. Then, after
hibernating in micropower mode for
approximately 55-60minutes,the MCU
implements the next sequence. Each
MCU exclusively controls the flow of
all sensor data to only one PIT.

Dr. Susumu Honio
is the Columhus' O.
Iselin Chair at
WHOI. Heisahio-

geochemist ~.tud.ring
the chemical, hio-

logical. and geolog-
ical (I'ding o.l'matter
in the ocean and other Earth environments

with relation to glohal changes. Honjo was
afaculty memher at Hokkaido University
hefore he joined the WHOI sta.tOn 1970.

Richard A. Krish-
.field has heen the
principle designer 0.1'
AEDB and 10EB

since he joined this
WHOlprogram. He
i.I' responsihle for
designing the sensor-
electronic and communications architec-

ture 0.1'10EB. Krish./ield has also served as
the .field director 0.1'many arctic expedi-
tions to deploy and recover AED& and
10E& since 1987.

Kiyoshi Hatakey-
ama is an ocean
systems engineer at
JAMSTEC Hegrad-
uated from Tokai
University with a
hachelor of civil
engineering and
master 0.1'engineering degrees in 1985. He
has contrihuted great~I' to the e./licient
quality control processes, ensuring error-
free construction 0.1'the high~1'complex
10EB .Iystem. Hatakeyama is one 0.1'the
participantsin the 1994JAMSTEC/ WHOI/
CRREL joint expedition to deploy an
10EB at the trampolar drifi station.

The first three bits in every IOEB
transmission indicate the sequence
number that is being broadcast. The
same sequence formats are transmitted
by each PIT/ MCU pair except their
timing isoffset by 3.5 hours to maxim-
ize the data throughput of the com-
bined units. When both pairs are oper-
ating properly, the frequency of the
data transmission is doubled, which
allows some of the broadcast data to
be updated nearly every hour.

Deployment, Present IOEB Status
On April 15, 1992,an air-portable

gantry winchplaced one mooring!apex
at 88°N, 57°E; the second, at 73°N,
148°W. The first was situated in the
center of the transpolar drift ice cur-
rent and wasdeployed from the north-
ernmost icecamp of AREA 1992.The
other was located along the edge of the
Beaufort(Canadian)gyrecurrent, being
installed from the LEADEX camp,
approximately 150 miles north of
Alaska.

Fourteen months after deployment,
the Beaufort IOEB is located at
78.75°N, 165.8°W and proceeding
northward. Its ice sensors were lost

when the ice cracked and the IOEB
was temporarily dropped into a small
lead on July 9, 1992.At present most
of the meteorological sensors, ADCP,
fluorometer, transmissometer, and
other sensors are transmitting signals
satisfactorily. The sediment trap and
time-series suspended particle collec-
tors should be functioning as well;
however, the real status of samples will
not be known unless and until the
buoy is recovered. By estimating the
rate of power consumption (teleme-
tered to the shore laboratory daily), we
expect the Beaufort IOEB will be
active for another year.

The IOEB deployed at Camp Crys-
tal, south of the North Pole, stopped
transmitting only a few months after
the deployment. We learned that we
need to include a more reliable PTT
and we believesuch failure will not be
repeated with the renewed 1994exper-
iment. However, all data gathered by
an IOEB are recorded in solid state
memory to supplement the real-time
transmission. There isa good possibil-
ity that we will be able to retrieve the
majority of data collected during its
drift. /51/

Gilman Supplies $1,000,000 Buoys for Arctic Studies

The Gilman Corporation is proud to have
provided the "extraordinarily survivable" plat-
form that supports these first-of-a-kind. multi-
sensor. multi-year. automated Arctic data
stations.

The designers have told us that each station
develops and sends out an amount of data that
would otherwise require sixteen resident scien-
iists. These sophisticated floating labs carry
equipment costing over a million dollars. utiliz-
ing 232 sensors plus on-board computers to
relay data hourly via NOAA satellites to scien-
tists all over the world.

Before developing the ionomer buoy. the
forerunner of this platform was a five foot gal-
vanized steelsphere 5 mm thick. After four and a
half months in the Arctic. the strain gauges had
maxed out indicating pressures in excess of
40.000 psi. Upon recovery the steel sphere was
found to have suffered "substantial deforma-
tion. . . .The sphere wasdented inon all sidesand
the handle on top was bent over. . . .Several
inches of ice were discovered inside the hatch.
. . ." (Ref.: "The Arctic Environmental Drifting
Buoy". WHOI-90-02.)

Woods Holeengineers asked the Gilman Cor-
poration to construct a top-shaped. high-density
foam buoy for evaluation as an Arctic platform.
To quote the Sea Technology article, "A compu-
ter simulation did not yield a practical solution
about the extraordinary horizontal forceapplied
. . .by moving ice flows." Therefore, in Sep-
tember 1990.a field trial was conducted in the
Resolute Channel at about 75° North.

When the engineers explained the object of
the trial to the deck crew of the USCG Polar
Sea. they got a big laugh in response. "A million
to one that foam buoy won't last," the deck
hands said.

The test was simple. The buoy would be
moored in front of the largest ice floe in the
Channel and the Polar Sea would ram other
floes into the buoy.

For a day and a half, the Polar Sea:\ 60.000
horsepower drove ice masses into the buoy and
for a day and a half the Softlite@ionomer foam
buoy did just what it was supposed to do, pop-
ping up time after time unharmed bythe massive
forces.

Back on land. close inspection revealed three
or four surface cracks around the waterline.
none longer than an inch nor deeper than a few
millimeters. On an object almost five feetby five
feet. the effectof thesescratches wasjudged to be
negligible.

In the words of one of the principal scien-
tists. "Once the trial results were known. the
experiments just piled onto the buoy."

Higher latitudes, deeper waters, longer de-
ployments-Gilman Sojtlite<8>[onomer Foam
Buoys stand ready to carry ocean science into
the 21st century.

For more information: George M. Greider,
Director of Marketing & Development; The
Gilman Corporation: One Polly Lane: Gil-
man. CT 06336: Phone (203) 887-7080: Fax
(203) 886-5402: Toll-free in the US at 800-
622-3626.


